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Delhi Insights not to be missed!

Dilliwallas and travellers from around the
globe share their experiences about Delhi
and India. Our guests give insider tips on
culture, cuisine, places, adventures,
shopping and an occasional anecdote!
Through the Insights we want to give you a
flavour about the real Delhi  the one that
has been experienced, not just some words
in a guide book!
If you've got an interesting experience or
story to tell, why not get in touch to share
your Insights in this section
Click on the images below for more insights!

Yoav Daniel Barness
visited India from February 2008 until July 2010!

Home Countries
America and Australia
Education/Profession/Hobbies:
B.Sc in Wildlife Sciences and M.Sc in
Environmental Studies…I work and play as
an ecologist. My hobbies and my work
interests mesh well I enjoy climbing trees,
exploring caves, climbing mountains, and
sharing stories. I’ve worked as a field
ecologist in the USA and Australia until
conducting a biogeography project in
India on a Fulbright grant from the USA government.
Characterbuilding anecdote:
Hmm, in India I’ve been fortunate to visit every state that doesn’t have travel restrictions
on foreigners, and have systematically tracked down as many of the sacred, interesting,
old and famous trees as possible. This includes the largest Banyan trees in the worlds, some
of which stretch 100m across. This satisfied both my desire for a challenging adventure
and my interest in producing outcomes of conservation value. To the best of my
knowledge, no project on individual trees worldwide has been conducted to this extent
or with the same rigour of mapping and photography both. So there are thousands of
stories embedded in that experience!
What do you like about Delhi?
As cliché as it sounds, the architectural history. Exploring the old buildings, some intact
and some crumbling, offered a nice adventure for every afternoon. I truly enjoyed
walking in the heat of the midday sun, which makes me a maddog for sure. Entering the
ancient shade of tombs, fortresses, tunnels, and palaces offered a sense of humantime
that is quite distinct from the heritage we have in America or Australia.
What do you not like about Delhi?
Air pollution steals the seconds, minutes, days, and years from your life. No matter what
the charms of the city are, or how rigorous your health disciplines, inevitably, you are
sacrificing some of your health to simply breathe the air.
Favourite places to eat and/or shop
You can get pretty good cheap thalis in Katwaria Sarai, a student neighbourhood in
South Delhi near IIT. I’m a big fan of Govardhans SouthIndian restaurant on Aurobindo at
Shaheed Jeet Singh Marg…but my first and favourite place is Udupi’s in Munirka. It’s got
an upstairsevening vibe you can’t beat.
Indian dish that everyone must try?
Green peppercorns off of the vine, in a tea plantation in the mountains of Kerala.
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